Many independent studies on stocks and futures contracts have established that market impact is proportional to the square-root of the executed volume. Is market impact quantitatively similar for option markets as well? In order to answer this question, we have analyzed the impact of a large proprietary data set of option trades. We find that the square-root law indeed holds in that case. This finding supports the argument for a universal underlying mechanism.
where σ is the daily volatility of the asset, V the daily traded volume and Y a numerical constant of order unity (see e.g. Ref. [6] ). Alternatively, one can write the difference between the total price paid during the metaorder and the price of the first trade (usually called implementation shortfall, or slippage) as:
For option markets, our definition of Q is amended to take into account the fact that the same implied volatility can be traded using many different options, with different maturities and strikes. We will denote the net amount of vega traded by CFM on a given day by Q ν , and the total gross amount of vega traded by the market by V ν . These correspond to the amount of directional volatility risk traded on a given underlying contract, after being delta hedged. We also define σ σ , the so-called volatility-of-volatility, as the standard deviation of the daily returns of the implied volatility of the options we traded, weighted by the traded vega amount. If the square-root impact law defined above for standard assets can be extended to option markets, one should expect the implementation shortfall measured after trading a size Q ν to have the following form:
This is what we attempt to test below using our proprietary data set, which consists of 450,000 metaorders traded across options on more than 1000 single US stocks, in the period August 2013 to January 2016. Liquid options are on average mildly out-of-the-money (with a large dispersion) and have maturities ranging from a few days to over a year. We somewhat arbitrarily distinguish between short term (ST) options, with maturity ≤ 3 months at the time of execution, and long term (LT) with maturity > 3 months at the time of execution, such that roughly half of the 450,000 metaorders are ST, the other half are LT. We measure implementation shortfall as the quantity weighted difference between the price of the traded options at the moment of the trade and their price at the moment when the metaorder decision was taken. We then rescale the instantaneous shortfall of each metaorder by the traded quantity Q ν and the volatility-of-volatility of the considered options, and finally make a scatter plot of the result as a function of the volume fraction φ := Q ν /V ν . For readability, we show in Fig. 1 the running average over 5,000 successive points of s := S/(Q ν σ σ ), and compare it to the best power-law fit of the form 1
δ is the impact exponent, expected to be around 1/2 and b is the intercept that accounts for spread costs and/or gains from our execution signals allowing us to find optimal conditions for execution. Fig. 1 shows that these power-law fits are quite adequate in the range φ = 10 −3 − 1, and furthermore lead to a remarkably consistent value of δ LT ≈ 0.40 and δ ST ≈ 0.43. The values of a and b are found to be:
We note that the Y constant obtained for stocks and futures contracts is in the range 0.5 → 1. Remarkably, we find that Y vol = 3a/2 ∼ 0.5 − 0.6 is exactly in the same range. The impact of trades on the implied volatility of single stock options is therefore fully compatible with all the results established so far on other contracts. We have also studied the impact on the implied volatility of futures contracts (stock indices, commodities, bonds, currencies) but our data set only contains 10, 000 metaorders. Although much more noisy, the results are again compatible with a concave impact law. The conclusion of this short note is that, as announced in the title, the square-root impact law also holds for option markets, provided one defines the size of the metaorder as the net vega. The resulting impact law is quantitatively similar to what is observed in all other markets where it has been documented, including the overall dimensionless constant Y vol that appears in Eq. (3). The empirical study presented here is, to our knowledge, the first quantitative result on market impact for options, and should be relevant for option traders. The fact that impact in option markets is fully compatible with all previously published results [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , including the Bitcoin [12] , bolsters the hypothesis that the square-root impact is universal across all traded markets, and vindicates the idea of a locally linear latent liquidity profile around the traded price, advocated in Refs. [6, [13] [14] [15] .
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